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■ The Hooks hit the road
to San Antonio on Monday.
For a report go to Caller.com.

Sports
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL/SOFTBALL

HERE WE GO

A total of 21 Coastal Bend baseball and softball
teams are alive in the postseason. Games
will get closer and more intense this
week. Take a look back at a wild
and successful weekend
and a look ahead to the
weekend ahead.
Page 6C.
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RANGERS-BLUE
JAYS FIGHT

Talks
turn to
policing
of game
By Ronald Blum
Associated Press
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Spurs forward LaMarcus Aldridge (12) will probably need some help added in the offseason, especially if Tim Duncan and Manu Ginobili retire.

SPURS SHUFFLE LOOMS

■ Durant, others

ANALYSIS

possible additions
as new era beckons
By Mark Travis
Special to the Caller-Times

The camouflaged reality about
the San Antonio Spurs’ surprising
coup of LaMarcus Aldridge was
that it only guaranteed the Spurs’
title window would stay open for
one more year.
Although Aldridge did an excellent job alleviating the Big
Three’s burden this season, we
might have just seen the Spurs’
ceiling if he is their second-best
player. Aldridge will turn 31 in

July, and if the Thunder stay
together and the Warriors stay
healthy, a duo of Kawhi Leonard
and Aldridge will have a tough
time overcoming those younger
and more athletic powerhouses
during the next few years.
With retirement as likely as
ever for Tim Duncan and Manu
Ginobili, the Spurs will have to
dip into the free agent market
again to ensure the transition
from the Big Three era is seamless.
Fittingly, rumors about San
Antonio pursuing Kevin Durant
this summer sprouted up during
the Spurs-Thunder series, and it
seems as if the Spurs will want a

meeting with Durant if he is interested in hearing pitches. Because
OKC just made the conference
fi nals, though, Durant signing
a one-year deal to stay with the
Thunder so he can hit the market
a year from now, when the salary
cap will rise even higher, seems
most likely.
More realistically, four-time
all-star Al Horford would be
a fi ne top-tier signing for the
Spurs. Horford would not solve
the athleticism deficiency the
Spurs have had on the front line
in recent years, but he was the
anchor of the league’s secondbest defense this season and has
played for Mike Budenholzer, a
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HOMETOWN HEROES

Whatever level, success greets Ramsey
■ John Paul, G-P

ex has great start
at Texas Tech
By Stuart Duncan
Special to the Caller-Times

Texas Tech freshman softball player Kiani
Ramsey isn’t intimidated
playing for bigger schools.
Ramsey successfully
made the jump from TAPPS
4A John Paul II to thenClass 4A Gregory-Portland
before her sophomore year
in high school. She has also
made a smooth transition in

college to being the starting
left fielder for the Division
I Red Raiders, and again
having success wherever
she plays.
The left-handed Ramsey
not only led Texas Tech
with a .348 batting average
this season, she also tied the
Red Raiders’ single-season
record with four triples.
“It’s awesome,” the
19-year-old Ramsey said.
“Hitting as many triples as
I did was pretty surprising. I
wasn’t trying to do anything
special. I just hit the ball as
hard as I could.”
See RAMSEY, 5C

NEW YORK — Hall of Famer
Joe Morgan knows that for
more than a century, baseball players have policed
themselves.
Like it not.
Seven months after Jose
Bautista’s famous bat flip
against Texas in the AL
playoffs, he got hit by the
Rangers and responded
with a hard takeout slide
that led to a brawl Sunday.
“If you were willing to
show the other team up
and to do that, then you’ve
got to be willing to take
what goes with it,” Morgan
said Monday.
Baseball is likely to issue discipline on Tuesday
for the weekend fight,
which led to six of the
eight ejections in Toronto’s 7-6 loss.
It was the last meeting
of the regular season between the teams, and Bautista was facing the Rangers for the final time when
rookie Matt Bush opened
the eighth inning with a
96 mph fastball that hit the
slugger on the left arm and
ricocheted off a thigh.
Plate umpire Dan
Iassogna warned both
benches, and Justin Smoak
bounced to third with one
out. Bautista slid hard and
late into the right leg of
second baseman Rougned
Odor and 8 feet past second base. Odor shoved
Bautista with both hands,
then threw a punch to his
jaw that made Bautista’s
head snap back, causing
his sunglasses and helmet
to fly off. Dugouts and bullpens emptied.
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Texas Tech’s Kiani Ramsay tied the Red Raiders’ single-season record
for triples this season with four.

KIANI RAMSEY FILE
2014-15: A 2015 Caller-Times All-South Texas
Softball first-team outfielder, Ramsey was
also the 2015 District 30-5A Offensive Player
of the Year. She helped the
Lady Cats return to the softball
playoffs in all three seasons
that she played for GregoryPortland.
High School: Played three
seasons for softball coach
Felicia Talamantez at GregoryPortland and one season for
softball coach Ray Heenan at
Ramsey
John Paul II. Ramsey was a
four-time first-team Caller-Times All-South
Texas Softball selection in high school.
Batted .612 with 17 doubles, 15 triples, three
home runs to go with 45 RBIs and 72 runs
her junior year at G-P. She led John Paul II to
the TAPPS 4A state semifinals as a freshman
outfielder and went 9-0 as the Centurions’ No.
2 pitcher that season.
Personal: Born May 4, 1997 in Corpus Christi
... Parents are Donald and Rosanne Ramsey
... Kinesiology major.
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NBA

Towns lives up to top billing 76ers hope for
■■T-Wolves’

star wins NBA
Rookie of Year
By Dave Campbell
Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — KarlAnthony Towns has the
height and agility, plus the
intensity and intelligence.
Relentlessness might
be his most valuable gift
of all.
The unflappable 7-footer, admittedly unsatisfied
with any performance
short of perfection, is a
unanimous winner of
the NBA Rookie of the
Year award, giving the
blossoming Minnesota
Timberwolves consecutive winners after Andrew Wiggins took the
Eddie Gottlieb Trophy last
season.
“This is such a landmark
in my career,” Towns said,
“but it’s not the last one.”
The first pick in the 2015
draft out of Kentucky received all 130 first-place
votes from a panel of
sports writers and broadcasters in the United
States and Canada, joining Damian Lillard (2013),
Blake Griffin (2011), David
Robinson (1990) and Ralph
Sampson (1984) as recent
unanimous winners.
The league unveiled
the award Monday. New
York’s Kristaps Porzingis finished second, and
Denver’s Nikola Jokic was
third.
Towns ranked eighth
in the NBA in rebounds
and field-goal percentage

Associated press

The Timberwolves’ Karl-Anthony Towns (right) receives his
NBA Rookie of the Year trophy from Kia representative Scott
Fitzgerald on Monday. Towns averaged 18.1 points, 10.7
rebounds and 1.7 blocks per game this season.

while producing the best
debut for a big man since
Tim Duncan in 1998. The
20-year-old Towns averaged 18.1 points, 10.7
rebounds and 1.7 blocks,
helping the Timberwolves win 13 more games
than the previous season.
They’re the first team with
back-to-back winners
of the award since Bob
McAdoo (1973) and Ernie
DiGregorio (1974) with the
Buffalo Braves.
The only rookie in
the league to start all 82
games, Towns was named
Western Conference

rookie of the month in all
six months the award was
handed out. The figurative
wall that so many firstyear players hit during a
schedule more than twice
as long as college never
impeded his progress. He
only got better, averaging
21.3 points on 55 percent
shooting and 11.7 rebounds
over the final 31 games.
“I’m just used to this
grind,” said Towns, crediting his year under coach
John Calipari at Kentucky
for the NBA prep.
Displaying the polish
and poise of a veteran

from the earliest stages of
his career, Towns showed
an elite ability to pass, rebound and score from both
the paint and the 3-point
line, making him the
quintessential big man for
the modern era and giving
the Timberwolves hope
they’ve finally found the
star needed to carry them
out of the league’s dregs.
With Towns, Wiggins,
Zach LaVine, Ricky Rubio, Gorgui Dieng and
Shabazz Muhammad to
be coached next season
by Tom Thibodeau, the
Wolves believe they have
the ingredients to finally
reach the playoffs for the
first time since 2004. Wiggins and Towns are the
star-crossed franchise’s
first winners of the rookie
award.
“We’re doing a great job,
every single day, every
single minute, second, of
improving our team to be
the team that we want to
be,” Towns said.
Thibodeau and Towns
have already spoken “a
lot,” according to the player whom the new coach
has already begun to lean
heavily on.
“He has to be a leader,”
Thibodeau said. “He has to
help sell the vision for the
team.”
Towns brought a list of
teammates, coaches, trainers and others to thank to
the event so as not to leave
anyone out. He woke at
6:15 a.m. for two hours in
the gym before getting
ready for the event.Towns
zeroed in on his appreciation of the presence of his
father, Karl, in his life.

James doesn’t see edge for Cavaliers
■■Raptors

passed tests,
superstar says
By Tom Withers
Associated Press

CLEVELAND — LeBron
James once stood in Kyle
Lowry’s sneakers.
Back in 2007, James,
with a much thicker hairline and more hops than
he has today, made his first
appearance in the Eastern
Conference finals and carried the Cavaliers past Detroit and into the NBA Finals for the first time. Nine
years, five straight Finals
appearances, four MVP
awards and two championship rings later, James
is again on the doorstep
of the league’s showcase
event.
It’s all new to Lowry,
one of Toronto’s All-Star
guards, and the Raptors.
Experience is just one
advantage the Cavs will
enjoy when they open the
East finals Tuesday night
against the Raptors, who
have scratched their way
through two Game 7s in
this postseason and are on
their deepest playoff run.
And although the Cavs
are recharged following a
nine-day break between
playoff series and have
been in this spot before,
James doesn’t think his or
Cleveland’s postseason résumé gives them any edge.
“It’s not an advantage,”
James said after practice

Monday. “They’re here for
a reason. You got to go out
and play. They also played
two seven-game series and
we didn’t. So they can have
the upper edge on that. So,
there’s no advantage to
either team. Both teams
are 0-0 and it’s the first to
four.”
The Cavs have yet to go
five games in this postseason, completing four-game
sweeps over Detroit and
Atlanta. James has been
his usual dominant self,
averaging 23.5 points,
8.8 rebounds and 7.3 assists. But unlike last year
when Cleveland lost Kevin Love in the first round
to a shoulder injury and
Kyrie Irving went down
with a broken kneecap in
the Finals, James isn’t on
his own, which is why the
Cavs are an overwhelming favorite to make their
second straight trip to the
title round.
And as if the Raptors
didn’t have enough to
worry about, Lowry, who
scored 35 points in Toronto’s series-clinching win
over Miami, has already
taken a swipe at James.
Asked during an oncourt interview Sunday about the upcoming
matchup with the Cavs,
Lowry said, “LeBron’s
probably one of the best
players in the league —
besides Steph (Curry).”
Probably?
James, who last week
said he felt Curry deserves
to be this year’s MVP but
questioned the meaning

conference champions:

HAIL THE KING

Associated press

LeBron James says he will
not take Toronto lightly in
the NBA Eastern Conference
finals, despite Cleveland
sweeping its first two opponents in the playoffs. “Both
teams are 0-0,” James said.

of the award, said he’s not
offended, offering “none
taken,” when presented
with Lowry’s comment.
Still, Lowry’s slight — unintentional or not — may
provide the Cavs with
some extra motivation, not
that they seem to need any.
The Raptors will be
without center Jonas Valanciunis in Game 1 and
maybe for the series. The
7-footer is still recovering from a sprained right
ankle sustained in Game
3 against the Heat, and his
loss damages Toronto’s
depth and rebounding.
Some other things to
watch when the Raptors,
who beat Cleveland twice
during the season, try to
dethrone the defending

Raptors coach Dwane Casey
came to Lowry’s defense on
Monday, saying the comment
about James is being overblown.
“Whoever is making a big deal
about that has nothing else to
write about,” he said on a conference call. “There’s nothing
but respect in our locker room
and our organization for LeBron
James. The respect that we have
for him and the respect I know I
have for him and our staff has for
him is unprecedented.

BIG-TIME BIYOMBO

The injury to Valanciunis, Toronto’s best interior player, gave
backup Bismack Biyombo more
playing time and the Congolese
player has delivered.
The 23-year-old scored 17
points with 16 rebounds and
two monster dunks in Game 7
against Miami. The Cavs know
they’ll need to account for him.

THREE-POINT CIRCUS

The Cavs made 77 3-pointers
in their sweep over the Hawks,
dropping an NBA record 25 in
Game 2. Atlanta chose to protect the paint with defenders
and paid for it. Casey said stopping Cleveland’s outside game
is crucial.

WE THE NORTH

As a Canadian, Cavaliers forward Tristan Thompson understands what Toronto’s playoff
run means to a hockey-obsessed
nation getting more familiar with
the hardwood.
“For Canada, it’s huge,”
said Thompson, who is from
Brampton, Ontario.

Notebook

PHILADELPHIA — The Philadelphia 76ers on Monday
became the first NBA
team to announce a jersey
advertising deal with a
corporate partner, saying
a StubHub logo will appear on player uniforms
beginning with the 201718 season.
The Sixers will wear a
StubHub patch on the front
left side of their game jerseys.

assistant Nate McMillan
to head coach, ending the
search for Frank Vogel’s
replacement after less than
two weeks.
McMillan spent 12 seasons as the head coach in
Seattle and Portland, going 478-452 in the regular
season and 14-20 in the
playoffs.
He was hired by Vogel
in 2013 and spent the past
three seasons with the
Pacers, where he developed relationships with
the players and president
of basketball operations
Larry Bird.

Pace rs

R a p t o rs

McMillan promoted
to head coach

Valanciunas out for
Game 1 against Cavs

INDIANAPOLIS — The Indiana Pacers have promoted

INDEPENDENCE, Ohio — Toronto Raptors center Jonas

76 e rs

Team announces
jersey ad deal

Valanciunas will not play
in Game 1 of the Eastern
Conference finals against
the Cleveland Cavaliers
because of an injured right
ankle.
Coach Dwane Casey
said Monday that Valanciunas is receiving treatment on the ankle he
injured in Game 3 of the
second-round against Miami. Casey didn’t provide
a timetable for the center’s
return but said “it’s going
to be very difficult” for Valanciunas to play Game 2.
T i m b e rwo lv e s

Towns to rep with
Flip’s ring for luck
MINNEAPOLIS — The Minnesota Timberwolves will
send Karl-Anthony Towns
as their representative to

the NBA draft lottery, hoping for the same fortune
that brought them the
NBA Rookie of the Year.
The Wolves took Towns
with the first pick in 2015
after winning the lottery
last spring. This time,
they’ll have 88 pingpong
balls in the hopper out of
1,000 for an 8.8 percent
chance of landing the top
spot again. The draw will
take place Tuesday night
in New York.
Towns will wear one
of the late Flip Saunders’
wedding rings around
his neck as a good-luck
charm.
Saunders, the former
coach and executive of the
Wolves, died last October
after a battle with Hodgkin lymphoma.
Wire services

2 top-4 picks

■■Franchise

looks to cash
in on talent

By Brian Mahoney

Colangelo
and the 76ers
will learn
their draft
fate at Tuesday’s NBA
draft lottery.

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The Philadelphia 76ers lost plenty
the previous two seasons,
though never managed to
lose the most.
This season, they finally
fell all the way to the bottom.
The potential payoff
comes Tuesday, when the
76ers have the best chance
to win the NBA draft lottery — and could walk away
with two top-four picks if
the pingpong balls bounce
their way.
“It’s a big day on Tuesday,” new president of basketball operations Bryan
Colangelo said. “We’re going to know where we are
and no matter how it comes
out, we’re at least going to
know where we stand and
what we have to play with
respect to building this
team.”
The Lakers and Celtics,
the NBA’s most storied franchises, have the next-best
odds of getting the No. 1 pick
and the chance to draft the
type of player who could get
them back to the lofty positions they used to occupy.
But nobody is set up like
the 76ers, who used to be
regular winners themselves
but have done nothing but
lose — which seemed to be
their plan — in recent years.
The team with the worst
record normally has a
25 percent chance of winning the lottery, but the
Sixers’ odds are even better.
They have the right to swap
picks with Sacramento from
a trade involving Nik Stauskas, so adding the Kings’ 1.9
percent chance of moving
up to No. 1, Philadelphia
actually has a 26.9 percent
chance.
“To win it is a euphoric
feeling,” said Colangelo,
who did just that 10 years
ago with Toronto. “Obviously there’s a lot of chance
involved. We have likely
more chances than anybody
else, which is a good thing.”
And there’s more: If the
Lakers don’t remain in the
top three, their selection

SPURS
from 1C

Popovich disciple, for the
past three seasons. Horford has 3-point range, is
a great passer and would
complement Aldridge well
on both ends.
ESPN’s Mark Stein reported that the Spurs will
also target Grizzlies point
guard Mike Conley this
summer. Conley, who has
been on the precipice of
all-star status the past few
years, is one of the league’s
best defensive point
guards, and his diverse offensive skill set makes him
an ideal running mate for
Leonard and Aldridge.
That said, signing Conley, or any point guard,
creates a conundrum involving Tony Parker. In
theory, moving Parker
into the Ginobili role (if it
is vacated) makes a lot of
sense at this point in his
career. The problem? Parker is due $29 million in the
next two seasons; that on
top of the salary Conley
would command would be
too much invested in one
position, plus the Spurs
already have one of the
league’s best backup point
guards in Patty Mills.
For the Spurs to sign
Durant or any other marquee player, some financial gymnastics and a cap
casualty or two would be
required. To clear max salary space, the Spurs would
have to get rid of Boris Diaw’s nonguaranteed salary
and trade Danny Green or
Parker, plus Duncan and
Ginobili would have to
retire or opt out and sign
even cheaper deals.
Short of Durant, the
Spurs would be better off
not breaking up a 67-win
team and instead focusing
on their two most pressing

would also go to Philadelphia, a pick the Lakers
originally dealt to Phoenix
for Steve Nash that the 76ers
later acquired in another
trade.
It makes lottery night
the highlight of what’s been
three miserable seasons for
the 76ers.
“The actual day I’ll be
nauseous. But I can’t wait,”
76ers CEO Scott O’Neil said.
The 14 teams that didn’t
make the playoffs go to the
lottery, which sets the top
three picks. The remainder
of the order is determined in
inverse order of the teams’
records.
The Lakers had the No. 2
pick last year and are right
back in the same spot in the
lottery after going 17-65 in
Kobe Bryant’s final season.
The Celtics were a 48-win
playoff team who will take
the Brooklyn Nets’ spot on
stage as part of the payment
from the Kevin Garnett and
Paul Pierce trade in 2013.
The lottery debuted
in 1985 when the Celtics,
Lakers and 76ers were in
the midst of claiming nine
straight NBA championships, so any of them, with
good history and strong fan
bases, would be a welcome
landing spot for this year’s
top talent.
“Those are franchises
that have won many championships. Those organizations, they’re big-time,” said
Marquette center Henry
Ellenson, an expected lottery pick. “And just playing
for something like that, it
would be something special.”
The Sixers, though, have
been an embarrassment in
recent years. They lost 26
straight games in 2013-14,
then started 0-17 in 2014-15.
But they didn’t have
the worst record in either
season and last year that
proved particularly costly,
with Minnesota cashing
in its 25 percent chance
and getting Karl-Anthony
Towns, the Rookie of the
Year who appears to be a
franchise player.

needs: center and wing
depth. Those holes will
be even bigger if Duncan
and Ginobili retire, but
San Antonio was lacking
in those areas even with
their Hall of Famers in the
rotation.
Luckily for the Spurs,
this year’s free agent class
offers a trio of centers who
are perfectly suited for
low-volume offensive roles
and heavy-duty defensive
responsibilities. Festus
Ezeli, Bismack Biyombo
and former Spur Ian Mahinmi are all coming off
cheap deals and their skill
sets are in high demand,
so they will be looking to
get paid, but they would all
fit well with Aldridge and
San Antonio’s playmakers
and bring a vital vertical
element to the Spurs’ offense.
The Spurs also need
some fresh faces on the
perimeter. San Antonio
could count on transformative offseasons for Kyle
Anderson and Jonathon
Simmons to complete its
rotation, but the Spurs
will likely have to look for
outside help, especially if
Ginobili doesn’t return.
There are some intriguing sixth-man candidates on the market,
though none offer the
same dynamic creativity
and innate feel for the moment that Ginobili does.
Restricted free agent
Evan Fournier bears the
closest resemblance, but it
seems like he will stay in
Orlando. Fellow restricted
free agent Allen Crabbe is
another interesting option
for the Spurs, but after a
strong showing in the
postseason, he is due for
a payday the Spurs might
not be able to afford, and
the Trail Blazers will be
motivated to match most
offers.

